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Abstract. We develop an approach which escapes Arrow’s impossibility by relying on information about agents’ indiﬀerence curves instead of utilities. In a model where agents have unequal production skills and diﬀerent preferences, we characterize social ordering functions which rely only on ordinal non-comparable information about individual preferences. These social welfare functions are required to satisfy properties of compensation for inequalities in skills, and equal access to resources for all preferences.



1 Introduction Since Arrow’s celebrated theorem on social choice (Arrow 1950, 1951), the theory of social choice has been replete with negative results taking the shape of impossibilities. It is now widely believed that: 1) the only escape from Arrow’s impossibility is by resorting to interpersonal comparisons of utility, and 2) interpersonal comparisons of utility have no sound empirical basis. From these two statements it is almost inevitable to conclude that welfare economics is caught in a dilemma. It can either restrict its attention to minimal notions like Pareto-optimality, or obtain results which depend on unknown utility functions.
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Over several decades, Sen1 has brilliantly fought this pessimistic mood by proposing to make interpersonal comparisons of capabilities instead of utilities, a concept which includes utility ingredients but also objective notions of well-being which might supposedly be easier to observe and measure (the capability to move, for instance, can be compared between healthy and handicapped persons). We share Sen’s optimism, but propose a diﬀerent way out. Contrary to the ﬁrst of the above statements, we think it is not true that the only escape from Arrow’s impossibility is by resorting to interpersonal comparisons of utility, or capability, or any direct measure of individual well-being. There does exist another interesting, albeit usually overlooked, escape from Arrow’s impossibility, which does not introduce any other informational input than individual preferences. In brief, it consists in weakening Arrow’s axiom of independence of irrelevant alternatives so as to take account of information about individual indiﬀerence curves. In this paper we develop this idea and show how this approach to social choice can be fruitful, through the construction of social preferences which rely on the shape of individual indifference curves. The relationship between our approach and Arrow’s axioms, and more generally the social choice literature, is analyzed more formally at the end of the paper.2 In this introduction, however, we can at least provide an intuition of why knowing indiﬀerence curves is enough to construct consistent social preferences. Figure 1 depicts an allocation ðz1 ; z2 Þ in a two-agent production economy similar to the model studied in this paper. There are two goods, labor time and a consumption good, and agents 1 and 2 have individual production skill levels denoted s1 and s2 respectively. Production skills must be interpreted as the (constant) amount of consumption good one agent is able to produce per unit of labor time. Let us say, for instance, that an allocation of labor time and consumption levels among agents is socially preferred to a second one if the ‘‘social value’’ of the former is larger than that of the latter.3 On the basis of agents’ indiﬀerence curves through their consumption bundles, there are a myriad of ways of computing the social value of ðz1 ; z2 Þ. Let us consider just a few, based on the construction of points A; B; C; C 0 ; D; D0 ; E and F on the ﬁgure. Point A is such that having the quantity of good OA and a labor time equal to zero is as good for agent 1 as consuming z1 . The line CC 0 has slope s1 and is such that agent 1 is indiﬀerent between consuming z1 or freely choosing a labor-consumption bundle on this line (in which case she would choose l1 ).



1



For a summary of his work on this point, see Sen (1999). A more general introduction of this approach was made in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1996b). 3 The reference to a numerical social value is not essential to our approach, but in this example it makes things simple and guarantees that social preferences are transitive. 2
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Point B and line DD0 are constructed for agent 2 in a similar way (DD0 has slope s2 < s1 ). Point E is the intersection between CC 0 and DD0 ; and point F is simply the ð1; 0Þ point in the labor-consumption space. The social value of ðz1 ; z2 Þ can be, for instance, the sum of OA and OB, the minimum of OC and OD, the sum OC þ CE þ ED0 þ D0 F ; the area OCED0 F ; the area ODEC 0 F ; etc.4 It is easy to check that social preferences based on the above examples of social valuation are anonymous (the agents’ names do not matter) so that there is no Arrovian dictator, and that they all satisfy the Weak Pareto property (if all individual bundles lie on higher indiﬀerence curves, then the social value is larger). Moreover, none of these social preferences uses information other than indiﬀerence curves (and productivities). These examples of social preferences should convince the reader that relying on indiﬀerence curves opens a host of possibilities, and oﬀers, actually, too many. But this is good news, because it makes it possible to introduce additional ethical requirements, other than anonymity and Pareto, and based for instance on principles of equality or fairness, in order to select ethically appealing social preferences. This is precisely the line of research we pursue here. One likely objection, however, is that computing distance OA; for instance, can be interpreted as constructing a numerical representation of agent 1’s preferences, and plays the same role as a traditional utility function. The ﬁrst example of social value, above, looks like a utilitarian sum of such utility representations. Therefore, the objection goes, this approach is not so different from the theory of social choice with utility functions. This objection overlooks the fact that in our approach, the initial input is not this utility function, but only the agent’s preferences. In the theory of social choice with



4



These deﬁnitions do not apply directly to all allocations, but they can easily be extended to cover all cases.
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utilities, social preferences over allocations are sensitive to exogenous individual utility functions, so that social preferences may change when utility functions change, even if individual preferences do not change. This cannot occur in our approach, where social preferences depend only, deep down, on individual preferences. Moreover, if the social value that is obtained in our analysis happens to rely on numerical representations of the agents’ preferences, this has to be justiﬁed by ethical properties of the social preferences themselves, and cannot be based on an arbitrarily chosen proﬁle of utility functions. In addition, and this is the most important point, the objection does not apply to all of the examples provided above. For instance, there is no way to relate the social value computed as the area ODEC 0 F to a traditional kind of social welfare function with individual utilities. Therefore, our approach is quite diﬀerent from the theory of social choice with utilities. It covers a diﬀerent, and formally broader, spectrum of social preferences, and does not introduce utility functions except when ethical arguments about social preferences make it appropriate to rely on endogenous representations of exogenous preferences. The model of the above example is essentially the model studied in this paper. The problem under consideration here is the deﬁnition of social preferences in a model with one-input-one-output production, where agents can diﬀer in their productivity as well as in their consumption-leisure preferences. We deﬁne several ‘‘social ordering functions’’, namely, functions which, for every economy in a domain, determine a ranking of all allocations in this economy. They are given axiomatic justiﬁcations on the basis of ethical considerations. Apart from eﬃciency and separability conditions (with some variants, separability conditions state that indiﬀerent agents should not matter in the social evaluation of two alternatives), the main ethical principles retained here are that 1) inequalities due to diﬀerences in productivity should be reduced, 2) diﬀerences in preferences should not lead to unequal access to resources. It is explained below how it is possible to embody these general principles into a variety of speciﬁc, precise axioms. It is on purpose that we consider a particular economic model. Although it is possible to apply our approach to the abstract social choice framework in which Arrow’s theory of social choice is often presented,5 it is in economic models only, with enough information about resources and preferences, that it is possible to deﬁne, and rely on, interesting principles of equity in order to deﬁne valuable social preferences. And one should realize that many ethical



5



In the abstract setting, there are no ‘‘indiﬀerence curves’’, but one can rely on upper contour sets instead. Actually, weakenings of the independence axiom in the abstract social choice model have already been studied by Hansson (1973) and Campbell and Kelly (2000). Nonetheless, recall that Arrow’s (1950, 1951) initial presentation dealt with an economic model. And since then, an important literature has proved that Arrow’s theorem applies to most economic contexts (see Le Breton 1997 for a survey).
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principles really do make sense only in particular economic contexts. For instance, consider the principle that it is unjust if among two equally talented agents, one works less and consumes more than the other one. This principle cannot be easily relied upon in an abstract model where the allocation of resources is not explicitly described, and would not make sense in a diﬀerent context with, say, pure public goods. Moreover, the model we study here is a particularly relevant one for welfare economics and public economics. This model has been introduced in the literature a long time ago, from diﬀerent viewpoints, by Mirrlees (1971), and Pazner and Schmeidler (1974). In a companion paper (Fleurbaey and Maniquet 1998), we study the application of the social orderings deﬁned here to the problem of optimal income taxation, and show that new insights in the issue of optimal taxation are indeed obtained along this way. For instance, we ﬁnd justiﬁcations to a tax scheme characterized by exemption until an income threshold, followed by taxation at increasing marginal rates.6 It is usually thought that there is a third option in the above dilemma for welfare economics, namely, to study allocation rules that do not rank all options but only select a ﬁrst-best subset. This is the topic of the (purely ordinal) literature on fair allocations.7 Although we think that this approach is very useful, it is also commonly acknowledged that only ﬁne-grained orderings of allocations can help in decisions about reforms (going from an ‘‘imperfect’’ allocation to another ‘‘imperfect’’ allocation), and that the theory of optimal taxation is more easily constructed in terms of maximizing a social ordering over possible tax schemes (or, more precisely, over the set of incentive compatible allocations). Therefore it is important to construct orderings over all allocations, and not only to construct allocation rules. More fundamentally, it should be emphasized that it is not much more difﬁcult to construct orderings than allocation rules. Actually, both approaches rely on the same departure from Arrow’s impossibility setting, namely, weakening the axiom of independence of irrelevant alternatives. This is explained in more detail in Sect. 5. Although we think that the part of welfare economics dealing with utilities is useful in many respects, we do think that depending on a purely ordinal information, without any interpersonal comparisons, is certainly a practical advantage for a social ordering or social welfare function, an advantage that has to be reckoned against possible losses in other dimensions. And we hope that the social orderings proposed in this paper are appealing because they combine their pure ordinalism with signiﬁcant equity requirements. Moreover, ordinalism may itself be a reasonable ethical requirement in some contexts, as
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See also Bossert, Fleurbaey for a similar study of linear taxation (1999). For a diﬀerent approach to optimal tax with responsibility-sensitive social goals, see Schokkaert et al. (2001), Roemer et al. (2000). 7 For a survey see e.g. Moulin and Thomson (1997). Allocation rules in the same model as here are studied in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1996a, 1999a).
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argued for instance by Rawls (1971, 1982) and Dworkin (1981) in the ﬁeld of social justice, on the basis of the principle that autonomous moral agents should be held responsible for their goals, their utility functions. It turns out that in this paper we adopt the related ethical principle that access to resources should not be unequal due to diﬀerent preferences. It is immediate to see that ordinalism itself can be viewed as an application of this principle, because saying that diﬀerences in utilities should not elicit a diﬀerential treatment is equivalent to endorsing ordinalism and rejecting interpersonal comparisons of utilities. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 below the model is presented and notations are introduced. In Sect. 3 the ethical principles are discussed in more detail and the related axioms are proposed. In Sect. 4 the main axiomatic results are stated and proved. Section 5 is devoted to a discussion of the results and their relationship to the literature. Section 6 concludes. The appendix gathers the proofs of the theorems and shows the logical independence of the axioms referred to in the theorems.



2 Model and basic deﬁnitions The main mathematical notations and conventions are the following ones. The set of real numbers (resp. non-negative, positive real numbers) is R (resp. Rþ ; Rþþ ), the set of positive integers is Nþþ : The cardinal of any set A is denoted jAj: A vector ðxa Þa 2 A whose components xa 2 B are indexed on a set A is denoted xA and is considered to belong to the set of functions from A to B; which is denoted BA : An ordering is a complete reﬂexive and transitive binary relation. Set inclusion is denoted ; and strict inclusion  : The economic model can now be presented. There are two goods, labor time (l ) and consumption (c). The population is ﬁnite and the set of agents is denoted N : Any agent i 2 N has a production skill si  0 enabling him/her to produce the quantity si li of consumption good with labor time li : Agent i also has preferences deﬁned by an ordering Ri over bundles zi ¼ ðli ; ci Þ such that 0  li  1 and ci  0: Let X ¼ ½0; 1 Rþ denote the agent’s consumption set. We will actually study a whole domain E of economies. Let N denote the set of non-empty subsets of Nþþ ; and R the set of continuous, convex and strictly monotonic (negatively in labor, positively in consumption) orderings over X . An economy is deﬁned as a list e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ, and such an economy is said to belong to the domain E if N 2 N , sN 2 RNþ ; and RN 2 RN : In other words, one has: [ ðRNþ  RN Þ: E¼ N 2N



An allocation is a vector zN ¼ ðzi Þi2N 2 X N . It is feasible for e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E if X X ci  s i li : i2N



i2N
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Let ZðeÞ denote the set of feasible allocations for an economy e 2 E, and Zi ðeÞ denote the projection of ZðeÞ over the ith subspace of X N : Zi ðeÞ ¼ fz 2 X j9zN 2 ZðeÞ; z ¼ zi g: An allocation zN 2 ZðeÞ is Pareto-optimal in e if: 8z0N 2 ZðeÞ; ½8i 2 N ; z0i Ri zi  ) ½8i 2 N ; z0i Ii zi : For R 2 R, and A  X , let mðR; AÞ  A denote the set of bundles (if any) which maximize preferences R over A, that is mðR; AÞ ¼ f z 2 Aj8z0 2 A; zRz0 g: Since all bundles in mðR; AÞ are indiﬀerent for R, we sometimes use mðR; AÞ to denote any of its bundles. For s 2 Rþ and z ¼ ðl; cÞ 2 X , let Bðs; zÞ  X denote the budget set obtained with skill s and such that z is on the budget frontier: Bðs; zÞ ¼ fðl0 ; c0 Þ 2 X j c0  sl0  c  slg: In the special case where s ¼ 0 and c ¼ 0, we adopt the convention that Bðs; zÞ ¼ fðl0 ; c0 Þ 2 X j c0 ¼ 0; l0  lg: For s 2 Rþ , R 2 R and z ¼ ðl; cÞ 2 X , let IBðs; R; zÞ  X denote the implicit budget at bundle z for any agent with characteristics ðs; RÞ, that is, the budget set with slope s having the property that z is indiﬀerent for R to the preferred bundle in the budget set: IBðs; R; zÞ ¼ Bðs; z0 Þ for any z0 such that z0 Iz and z0 2 mðR; Bðs; z0 ÞÞ: By strict monotonicity of preferences, this deﬁnition is unambiguous. Notice that bundle z need not belong to the implicit budget. Figure 2 illustrates these deﬁnitions. In this paper, we are interested in devising social preferences over the set of allocations, for all economies in the domain. A social ordering on economy e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ is an ordering over the set X N . A social ordering function is a
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 function R associating every e 2 E with a social ordering RðeÞ on e (strict   social preference and social indiﬀerence are denoted P ðeÞ and IðeÞ respectively).8 It is also useful, for later discussions, to deﬁne an allocation rule. It is a correspondence S associating every e 2 E with a subset of feasible allocations SðeÞ  ZðeÞ:



3 Ethical principles As it is standard in social choice, the selection of a good social ordering function will not be arbitrary, but will have to be justiﬁed on grounds of desirable properties satisﬁed by the social ordering function. We will ﬁrst rely on standard social choice conditions, such as eﬃciency, separability and continuity. Eﬃciency is embodied in the following Pareto conditions. Weak Pareto. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if for all i 2 N , z0i Pi zi , then z0N PðeÞzN . Strong Pareto. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if for all i 2 N , z0i Ri zi , 0 0   then z0N RðeÞz N . If, in addition, for some j 2 N , zj Pj zj , then zN P ðeÞzN .  N A well-known consequence of the latter requirement is that z0N IðeÞz 0 0 whenever zi Ii zi for all i 2 N . In this case we say that zN and zN are Paretoindiﬀerent. The next axiom is a natural strengthening of separability conditions that are encountered in welfare economics9 and the theory of social choice.10 The separability conditions, with some variations, state that agents who are indiﬀerent over some alternatives should not inﬂuence social preferences over those alternatives. Our condition deals only with agents whose bundles are unchanged, but says that removing those agents from the economy would not alter social preferences. It is therefore a cross-economy robustness property and is actually an adaptation to this framework of the consistency condition commonly used in the literature on fair allocation rules.11 Consistency. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, all G  N , all zN ; z0N 2 X N such that zN nG ¼ z0N nG ;



8 Notice that the ordering is deﬁned over X N ; and not only over ZðeÞ: Indeed, there is no reason to restrict the deﬁnition of the ordering to the feasible set, because all orderings that we know are straightforwardly extended from ZðeÞ to X N: 9 See e.g. Fleming (1952). 10 See d’Aspremont and Gevers (1977). 11 See Thomson (1996) for a survey on the consistency condition.
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0 0   zN RðeÞz N , zG RðeG ÞzG ;



where eG ¼ ðsG ; RG Þ: The next axiom simply requires continuity of the social ordering. Continuity. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, all zN 2 X N , the sets fz0N 2 X N j z0N 0 N 0   RðeÞz N g and fzN 2 X j zN RðeÞzN g are closed. In addition to these basic conditions, we will be interested in redistributive principles. The (Pareto-optimal) laisser-faire allocations of these economies are such that every agent i 2 N chooses her preferred bundle in her budget set Bðsi ; ð0; 0ÞÞ. One can argue that although these allocations permit a free expression of consumption-leisure preferences, they are inequitable, in particular if diﬀerences in skills come from inherited features which cannot be attributed to the agents’ responsibility, or if si is interpreted as the wage rate associated with the job assigned to agent i and agents could be more productive but are constrained by the unavailability of jobs with higher wage rates. It may be, however, that agents’ skills are also partly the outcome of previous personal choices about investment in human capital. Symmetrically, one may argue that agents are only partially responsible for their preferences over consumption and leisure. But in order to have a simpler analysis, here we will adopt the clear-cut convention that, in this model, one would like: 1) to neutralize the consequences of diﬀerential skills, and 2) to be neutral with respect to choices due to diﬀerent preferences. To some extent, it is always possible to apply our analysis to diﬀerent contexts by re-interpreting one parameter (si ) as whatever should be neutralized and the other parameter (Ri ) as whatever is irrelevant with respect to inequalities. Let us consider the two above ethical goals in turn. We propose two ways of capturing the idea that diﬀerential skills should not entail unequal individual outcomes. The ﬁrst way is inspired by Hammond’s equity axiom (Hammond 1976). Consider two agents who have the same preferences but diﬀerent skills. If one agent has a bundle on a higher indiﬀerence curve, one can argue that the above ethical goal is not fully satisﬁed and that, other things equal, it would be better to assign them bundles on indiﬀerence curves closer to each other. More generally, any gap between the agents’ indiﬀerence curves may be considered as going against this goal. Therefore, replacing the bundle of the agent on a higher indiﬀerence curve with a worse bundle, and the bundle of the other agent with a better bundle should be a social improvement. This leads to the following axiom, which, as in the Hammond equity axiom, features an inﬁnite inequality aversion.12



12 Notice that no interpersonal comparison of utility is involved in such notions, although the Hammond equity axiom was traditionally applied to interpersonally comparable levels of welfare.
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Hammond Compensation. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that Rj ¼ Rk , and for all i 2 N such that i 6¼ j; k , zi ¼ z0i , then h i   zj Pj z0j Pj z0k Pk zk ) z0N PðeÞ zN : The second way is inspired by Suppes’ grading principles (Suppes 1966, Sen 1970). It requires that permuting the bundles of two agents having the same preferences but possibly diﬀerent skills does not aﬀect the position of the allocation in the social ranking.13 Recall that, contrary to Hammond equity, this is consistent with any degree of inequality aversion (including negative inequality aversion). Suppes Compensation. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that Rj ¼ Rk , and for all i 2 N such that i 6¼ j; k , zi ¼ z0i , then h i    N : zj ¼ z0k and zk ¼ z0j ) z0N IðeÞz It will soon turn out that those axioms need to be sharply weakened. Therefore, we will consider the following Minimal Hammond Compensation and Minimal Suppes Compensation axioms, where the above requirements are imposed only among agents having some reference preferences, which do not depend on the types of actual agents but can be ﬁxed arbitrarily. Minimal Hammond Compensation. For at least one R~ 2 R it holds true that for ~ all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that Rj ¼ Rk ¼ R, and for all i 2 N such that i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , then h i   zj P~z0j P~z0k P~zk ) z0N PðeÞ zN : Minimal Suppes Compensation. For at least one R~ 2 R it holds true that for all ~ and e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that Rj ¼ Rk ¼ R, 0 for all i 2 N such that i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ zi , then h i    N : zj ¼ z0k and zk ¼ z0j ) z0N IðeÞz We will also consider the requirement that in economies where all the agents have the same preferences, an allocation which is socially weakly preferred to all other feasible allocations must be such that all agents are on the same indiﬀerence curve. This requirement is logically implied by Hammond Compensation.



13 The traditional formulation of the grading principle is in terms of welfare, but we adopt here a weaker condition, although under Strong Pareto the two formulations (permuting indiﬀerence curves or permuting bundles) are equivalent.
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Equal Welfare in Equal-Preference Economies. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, 0  zN 2 ZðeÞ, if for all i; j 2 N , Ri ¼ Rj and for all z0N 2 ZðeÞ, zN RðeÞz N , then for all i; j 2 N , zi Ii zj . Let us now turn to the second ethical goal introduced above. It implies that the various preferences displayed in the population should not be treated diﬀerently, that is, the agents should not receive any diﬀerential amount of resources on the pure basis that they have ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘bad’’ preferences. Therefore, agents with identical skills should ideally be free to choose their preferred bundle in the same opportunity set. Since we want to rank all allocations, without considering how they might be generated by particular economic institutions, it is not obvious how to deﬁne a relevant notion of ‘‘access to resources’’ or ‘‘opportunity set’’ here. As a consequence we adopt a very limited notion, compatible with Pareto-optimality. We say that the ideal situation for two agents with identical skills would be to have the same linear budget set with a slope equal to their skill. And, minimally, we consider that there is a problematic inequality in access to resources only for agents whose bundles could have been chosen in unequal budget sets whose slope is equal to their skill. Again, we propose two ways of deﬁning the distributional requirements. The ﬁrst way is in line with the Hammond equity axiom, and reﬂects an inﬁnite inequality aversion for budgets among agents having the same skill and choosing their preferred bundle in their budgets. Hammond Equal Access. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that sj ¼ sk , and for all i 2 N ; i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , then h 8h 2 fj; kg; zh 2 mðRh ; Bðsh ; zh ÞÞ and z0h 2 mðRh ; Bðsh ; z0h ÞÞ; and i   Bðsj ; zj Þ Bðsj ; z0j Þ Bðsk ; z0k Þ Bðsk ; zk Þ ) z0N PðeÞzN : The second way is again inspired by the Suppes grading principles. It requires that permuting the budgets of two agents having the same skill but possibly diﬀerent preferences (and maximizing over these budgets) does not alter the value of the allocation in the social ranking. Suppes Equal Access. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that sj ¼ sk , and for all i 2 N ; i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , then h 8h 2 fj; kg; zh 2 mðRh ; Bðsh ; zh ÞÞ and z0h 2 mðRh ; Bðsh ; z0h ÞÞ; and i    N : Bðsj ; zj Þ ¼ Bðsk ; z0k Þ and Bðsj ; z0j Þ ¼ Bðsk ; zk Þ ) z0N IðeÞz And again it will be useful to have weak versions of these conditions.
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Minimal Hammond Equal Access. For at least one ~s 2Rþ it holds true that for all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that sj ¼ sk ¼ ~s, and for all i 2 N ; i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , then h 8h 2 fj; kg; zh 2 mðRh ; Bð~s; zh ÞÞ and z0h 2 mðRh ; Bð~s; z0h ÞÞ; and i   Bð~s; zj Þ Bð~s; z0j Þ Bð~s; z0k Þ Bð~s; zk Þ ) z0N PðeÞzN : Minimal Suppes Equal Access. For at least one ~s 2Rþ it holds true that for all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that sj ¼ sk ¼ ~s, and for all i 2 N ; i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , then h 8h 2 fj; kg; zh 2 mðRh ; Bð~s; zh ÞÞ and z0h 2 mðRh ; Bð~s; z0h ÞÞ; and i    N : Bð~s; zj Þ ¼ Bð~s; z0k ÞÞ and Bð~s; z0j Þ ¼ Bð~s; zk Þ ) z0N IðeÞz We deﬁne another logical weakening of Hammond Equal Access by noting that, in economies where all agents have the same skill, it implies that there should be no redistribution, that is, the laisser-faire allocations are the best ones. Laisser-Faire in Equal Skill Economies. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN 2 ZðeÞ, if for all i; j 2 N , si ¼ sj and for all z0N 2 ZðeÞ, zN R ðeÞz0N , then for all i 2 N , zi 2 mðRi ; Bðsi ; ð0; 0ÞÞÞ.



4 Fair social ordering functions In this section, we study how to combine the conditions presented in the previous section in order to construct social ordering functions. Here is a summary of the results. We begin by showing that it is impossible to combine compensation and equal access requirements in their strong versions (Theorems 1 and 2). This impossibility is, however, not one that makes social choice a deadlock, but, rather, it forces us to make an ethical choice as to which of these two incompatible principles should have priority over the other. And after this negative but purely introductory result, we show that by combining a strong version of one principle with a weak version of the other principle, we are able to deﬁne and characterize several social ordering functions, which nicely reﬂect the ethical values embodied in the various axioms (Theorems 3, 4 and 5). One may not, however, be fully satisﬁed with the social ordering functions obtained in this way, as they are extremely egalitarian and rely on the leximin criterion. We then show how it is possible to obtain less extreme social ordering functions (Theorems 7 and 8).
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4.1 The Compensation-Equal Access dilemma Theorem 1. No social ordering function satisﬁes Hammond Compensation and Hammond Equal Access. Theorem 2. No social ordering function satisﬁes Weak Pareto, Suppes Compensation and Suppes Equal Access. These impossibilities are similar to results by Fleurbaey (1994) and Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1996a) which bear on allocation rules, but Theorem 2 above displays the additional feature that no inequality aversion is embodied in the axioms, and therefore reveals that the conﬂict between the ethical principles of compensation and equal access has nothing to do with egalitarianism.



4.2 Social ordering functions of the leximin type As mentioned above, the Hammond versions of the equity properties imply an inﬁnite inequality aversion. Not surprisingly, those properties will lead us to social ordering functions of the leximin type. But the novelty of this work is that the way in which the relative positions of the agents are compared, according to the leximin criterion, is not a priori given but is properly constructed in order to satisfy the axioms. Deﬁning these social ordering functions requires the following terminology. For R 2 R, and ðzi Þi2N ; ðz0i Þi2N 2 X N , we write ðzi Þi2N Rlex ðz0i Þi2N to denote that the ﬁrst list is weakly preferred to the second list according to the lexicographic maximin criterion applied with respect to satisfaction of preferences R (that is, the least preferred element of the ﬁrst list is strictly preferred, according to R, to the least preferred element of the second list, or they are deemed equivalent but the second least preferred element of the ﬁrst list is strictly preferred to the second least preferred element of the second list, and so on). Similarly, for two lists of subsets of X , say ðBi Þi2N and ðB0i Þi2N belonging to a family of sets ordered by set inclusion, we write ðBi Þi2N lex ðB0i Þi2N to denote that the ﬁrst list is weakly preferred to the second list according to the lexicographic maximin criterion applied with respect to set inclusion. The ﬁrst ordering function we introduce is based on the following idea. If all agents had the same talent, say ~s; it would be nice to reduce inequalities in implicit budgets and inequalities are easily measured because all such budget sets are nested (i.e. ordered by the inclusion operation). Now, from the standpoint of compensation, whether an agent has talent ~s or not is, in essence, irrelevant, and what matters is her level of satisfac-
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tion. Therefore, it makes sense to assess her relative satisfaction by measuring her implicit budget in terms of ~s; and to try and equalize all these budgets. Of course, this approach requires choosing one reference parameter ~s; because it is impossible to seek equality of implicit budgets with respect to diﬀerent skill parameters at the same time, as implied by Theorem 1. ~s-implicit-budget leximin function. For all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N ,   0  zN RðeÞz s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N : N , ðIBð~ The preferred allocations for this social ordering function, among feasible allocations, are such that all agents’ implicit budgets IBð~s; Ri ; zi Þ are equal. In the particular case ~s ¼ 0; this corresponds to the Egalitarian Equivalent allocation rule studied in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1999a). The following theorem provides a characterization of this family of social ordering functions. Theorem 3. A social ordering function satisﬁes Strong Pareto, Hammond Compensation, Suppes Compensation, Minimal Suppes Equal Access and Consistency if and only if it is a ~s -implicit-budget leximin function for some ~s: In addition, for any ~s; the ~s-implicit-budget leximin function satisﬁes Minimal Hammond Equal Access. A corollary of the above theorem is that the axioms imply that Minimal Suppes Equal Access will be satisﬁed by the social ordering function in a minimal way, that is, for a unique ~s. Also observe that Minimal Hammond Equal Access is not needed in the characterization result: it is implied by the other axioms. A clear ethical drawback of any ~s-implicit-budget leximin is that it does not always select laisser-faire allocations in economies where agents have the same skill. This raises the question of the possibility to combine compensation requirements with the axiom of Laisser Faire in Equal Skill Economies. The following result answers this question. It pinpoints another social ordering function, evaluating bundles by reference to the budget set that would, for some skill and in the absence of any transfer (that is, in a laisserfaire allocation), give the agent the same satisfaction as the current bundle. Formally, let W be the class containing all sets Bðs; ð0; 0ÞÞ for some s  0 and all sets Bð0; ð0; lÞÞ for some l 2 ½0; 1: Let us note that all budget sets in W are nested (that is, for any pair B; B0 2 W; either B  B0 or B0  B). For z 2 X , R 2 R, let W ðz; RÞ 2 W be deﬁned by W ðz; RÞ ¼ maxfA 2 Wj zImðR; AÞg; where the maximum is taken with respect to set inclusion.
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Wage-equivalent leximin function. For all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N ,   0 0  zN RðeÞz N , ðW ðzi ; Ri ÞÞi2N lex W ðzi ; Ri Þ i2N The preferred allocations for this social ordering function, among feasible allocations, are such that all agents’ equivalent wages W ðzi ; Ri Þ are equal. This corresponds to the Equal Wage Equivalent allocation rule studied in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1999a). Theorem 4. The wage-equivalent leximin function satisﬁes Strong Pareto, Hammond Compensation, Suppes Compensation, Laisser-Faire in EqualSkill Economies and Consistency. There are other social ordering functions satisfying the ﬁve axioms listed above. With the same kind of proof as in steps 1 and 4 of Theorem 3, however, it is possible to show that any social ordering function R satisfying these axioms also satisﬁes: for all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ; all zN ; z0N ; ð0; 0Þ 2 minfW ðz0 ; Ri Þji 2 N g  minfW ðzi ; Ri Þji 2 N g ) zN PðeÞz0 ; i



N



where the minimum is taken with respect to set inclusion. The ~s-implicit-budget and wage-equivalent leximin functions satisfy the strong versions of the compensation requirements, and we now turn to a family of social ordering functions which, at the other end of the spectrum, satisfy Hammond and Suppes Equal Access. Each ordering in the following family is parameterized by some reference preferences R~ 2 R. The comparison between two allocations, according to one such ordering, works as follows. The bundle of each agent is evaluated by the reference preferences applied to the agent’s implicit budget computed on the basis of her actual skill. Then, the leximin criterion is applied to these evaluations. ~ R-implicit-budget leximin function. For all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N ,       0 0  ~ ~ ~ ½zN RðeÞz N  , m R; IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ i2N Rlex m R; IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ i2N The preferred allocations for this social ordering function, among feasible allocations, are such that all agents’ implicit budgets IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ are deemed ~ This corresponds to the Reference equivalent by the reference preferences R. Welfare Equivalent Budget allocation rules studied in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1996a). This shows that, at least in this particular framework, the theory of equity focussing on allocation rules and the present study of social ordering functions lead to consistent results. Theorem 5. A social ordering function satisﬁes Strong Pareto, Minimal Suppes Compensation, Hammond Equal Access, Suppes Equal Access, and Consis~ ~ In tency if and only if it is a R-implicit-budget leximin function for some R: ~ addition, for any R~ 2 R; the R-implicit-budget leximin function satisﬁes Minimal Hammond Compensation.
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Exactly as we criticized ~s-implicit-budget social orderings for failing to ~ select the laisser-faire allocations in equal-skill economies, we can criticize Rimplicit-budget social orderings for failing to select the equal satisfaction allocations in equal-preference economies. Unfortunately, in this case the argument does not provide another interesting social ordering function, as stated in the next theorem. Theorem 6. No social ordering function satisﬁes Strong Pareto, Hammond Equal Access, Equal Welfare in Equal-Preference Economies, and Consistency. A similar impossibility would be reached if Hammond Equal Access were replaced with Suppes Equal Access.



4.3 Social ordering functions of the utilitarian type As already mentioned above, one may prefer the Suppes versions of the properties, as they are compatible with any degree of inequality aversion. On the other hand, none of the leximin functions satisﬁes Continuity. The following results meet both criticisms, as they replace the Hammond type axioms with Continuity. This leads us to additive social ordering functions bearing some similarity to generalized utilitarianism. If we focus on compensation, we obtain the following family of functions. In order to deﬁne it, however, we have to introduce a few notions. We call a valuation function a real-valued mapping on the set B ¼ fBðs; zÞjs 2 Rþ ; z 2 X g: Such a function, say g; will be said to be increasing if for all A; B 2 B; gðAÞ < gðBÞ whenever A  B: Its continuity is deﬁned with respect to the Hausdorﬀ distance. ~s-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian function. There exists some increasing and continuous valuation function g deﬁned on B such that for all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , X X 0  zN RðeÞz gðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞ  gðIBð~s; Ri ; z0i ÞÞ: N , i2N



i2N



Theorem 7. A social ordering function satisﬁes Strong Pareto, Suppes Compensation, Minimal Suppes Equal Access, Consistency and Continuity if and only if it is a ~s-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian function for some ~s. We now turn to social ordering functions that give priority to the equal access condition. ~ R-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian function. There exists some real-valued, continuous function u~ representing R~ such that for all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N ,
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X    X    ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ  ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; z0 Þ : u~ m R; u~ m R; i i2N



i2N



Theorem 8. A social ordering function satisﬁes Strong Pareto, Minimal Suppes Compensation, Suppes Equal Access, Consistency and Continuity if ~ and only if it is a R-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian function for some ~ R.



5 Relationship with the literature To the best of our knowledge, this model has not been studied in the theory of social choice in economic environments,14 although it has a long history in the theory of fair allocation (starting with Pazner and Schmeidler (1974) at least). But it is clear that the negative results so common in the theory of social choice would essentially be preserved in this model if the same kind of approach was retained. What makes our positive results possible is dropping the axiom of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (deﬁned below). We would like to argue here that: 1) this axiom is appealing but not compelling; 2) an economic framework is especially ﬁt to weakening this axiom; 3) the social ordering functions studied here satisfy interesting weakenings of it. Beforehand, let us recall the deﬁnition of this axiom in the current framework. Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ; e0 ¼ ðsN ; R0N Þ2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if for all i 2 N , zi Ri z0i , zi R0i z0i and z0i Ri zi , z0i R0i zi , then 0   0 Þz0 : , zN Rðe zN RðeÞz N



N



This axiom is appealing because it makes the social comparison of two allocations depend only on how these two allocations are ranked by the agents, and this amount of information is minimal, in particular one immediately sees that with less information it would not be possible to satisfy a Pareto condition. In addition to this informational argument, which has been widely developed in the social choice literature, this independence axiom, because it makes the social judgment depend little on the shape of individual preferences, ﬁts well in a setting where diﬀerences in preferences are deemed irrelevant in the allocation of (access to) resources. Actually, this axiom can be shown to have a strong kinship with Equal Access. Consider the following axioms. The ﬁrst one is satisﬁed by all leximin social ordering functions studied in this paper, and the second one by all social ordering functions.



14



See Le Breton (1997).
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Hammond Equal Treatment of Equals. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that sj ¼ sk and Rj ¼ Rk ; and for all i 2 N such that i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , then zj Pj z0j Pj z0k Pk zk ) z0N PðeÞzN : Suppes Equal Treatment of Equals. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if there exist j; k 2 N such that sj ¼ sk and Rj ¼ Rk ; and for all i 2 N such that i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , then zj Ij z0k



and



 N: z0j Ij zk ) z0N IðeÞz



Theorem 9. If a social ordering function satisﬁes Hammond (resp. Suppes) Equal Treatment of Equals and Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives, then it satisﬁes Hammond (resp. Suppes) Equal Access. But, as shown above, there is a conﬂict between the ethical principle of equal access and the ideal of compensation, and it is not obvious that the former should always have the lead over other ethical principles, which shows that one should be cautious when endorsing the independence axiom. Moreover, if, as it turns out to be the case from Arrow’s impossibility, the independence axiom is incompatible with Weak Pareto and a basic equity requirement such as anonymity,15 then clearly one should admit that the independence axiom has to be weakened. Weakening Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives means accepting to make use of more information about preferences than the ranking of the two options under consideration. In particular, in an economic model like ours, individuals can be compared in a meaningful way in terms of preferred labor-consumption mix, elasticity of substitution, relative size of the income/substitution eﬀects, and so on. It seems easy to argue that such features of individual preferences are prima facie relevant to the allocation of resources. Now, if one still endorses a view that the allocation of resources should be as little sensitive on individual preferences as compatible with other important requirements (like anonymity, compensation, etc.), one may ask for determining the minimal amount of information that is required about individual preferences. One can easily check that all social orderings analyzed in the previous section satisfy the following independence axiom, saying that indiﬀerence curves are all that matters in the comparison of two allocations.16 For x 2 X ,



15



Anonymity means that permuting the names of the agents does not change the social ordering. 16 In the abstract model of social choice, this condition has been proposed by Hansson (1973), and shown to be satisﬁed by the Borda rule among others. In the fair division model, this condition has been introduced by Pazner (1979).
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R 2 R, let Iðx; RÞ denote the indiﬀerence hypersurface of x for preferences R: Iðx; RÞ ¼ fz 2 X jxIzg: Independence of Non-Indiﬀerent Alternatives. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ; e0 ¼ ðsN ; R0N Þ2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , if for all i 2 N , Iðzi ; Ri Þ ¼ Iðzi ; R0i Þ and Iðz0i ; Ri Þ ¼ Iðz0i ; R0i Þ, then 0   0 0 zN RðeÞz N , zN Rðe ÞzN : In the literature, the axiom of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives has also been given a justiﬁcation in terms of feasible agenda, namely, social comparisons over a subset of alternatives (supposedly the feasible alternatives at the moment) should depend only on preferences over this subset. Of course the above criticism of the independence axiom is robust to this new interpretation. The taxonomy of individual types should not necessarily be based on their preferences on arbitrarily small subsets of alternatives. But in our framework the subset of feasible alternatives ZðeÞ is not arbitrarily small, and, as suggested in Le Breton (1997), one can think of reformulating a weakened version of the independence axiom that refers only to this subset. Independence of Unfeasible Bundles. For all e¼ ðsN ; RN Þ, e0 ¼ ðsN ; R0N Þ 2 E, if for all i 2 N , and x; x0 2 Zi ðeÞ, xRi x0 , xR0i x0 , then for all zN ; z0N 2 ZðeÞ; 0   0 0 zN RðeÞz N , zN Rðe ÞzN : This axiom does not ﬁt well with the idea of compensation, because the latter depends on knowing whether two agents have fully identical preferences, and it can be argued that when an agent is close to the boundary of Zi ðeÞ; it is reasonable to examine his or her preferences beyond Zi ðeÞ to infer how well-oﬀ ~ he or she is. Among the social orderings studied above, only the R-implicit 17 budget orderings satisfy it. The following theorem summarizes these results. Theorem 10. The ~s-implicit-budget leximin functions, the wage-equivalent ~ leximin function, the R-implicit-budget leximin functions, the ~s-implicit-bud~ get generalized utilitarian functions and the R-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian functions all satisfy Independence of Non-Indiﬀerent Alternatives, ~ but not Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. Among them, only the R~ implicit-budget leximin functions and the R-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian functions satisfy Independence of Unfeasible Bundles. Previous attempts to devise social orderings embodying equity principles have been made by Varian (1976), Suzumura (1981a,b, 1983) and Tadenuma (1998). But the two orderings proposed by Varian rely on utility functions, while the results obtained by Suzumura and Tadenuma are essentially negative



17



They even satisfy a stronger condition, namely, that one need only know agent i’s preferences over bundles that are feasible for i given what the others receive.
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and based on the interesting problem that no-envy (namely, for all i; j; zi Ri zj ) is a property of allocations that is not preserved by Pareto-indiﬀerence, that is, one can ﬁnd Pareto-indiﬀerent allocations such that one is envy-free whereas the other has a lot of envy (for instance, everyone envies someone). Notice that ~ our R-implicit budget leximin orderings, in every economy, select allocations that satisfy no-envy among agents having the same skill, while the other leximin orderings select allocations in which all agents with identical preferences have indiﬀerent bundles. Both features of allocations are logical consequences of no-envy, and it is suggested in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1996a) that they are relevant weakenings of no-envy in this model.18 It would be possible to present all of our results in a framework involving fully comparable utility functions in the deﬁnition of an economy, e ¼ ðsN ; uN Þ; and reformulating the compensation axioms for pairs of agents having not only the same preferences, but also the same utility function (uj ¼ uk ). Hammond Compensation, in particular, would then mean that reducing inequality in utilities is a good thing. In this alternative presentation, therefore, ordinalism and non-comparability would not be assumed from the beginning. But it is not diﬃcult to check that all the results would go through, and the same purely ordinal social ordering functions would be characterized.19 This is because Equal Access axioms, not by themselves but in combination with the others, prevent the social ordering functions from making use of the available information about utilities.20 In conclusion to this section, we show why social ordering functions that rank all allocations are not really more diﬃcult to construct than allocation rules that only select a ﬁrst-best subset of allocations. Deﬁning interesting allocation rules actually requires the same kind of departure from Arrow’s approach, namely, weakening the independence condition.21 Let us reformulate the independence condition in order to have an axiom that applies to



18 It is well known (Pazner and Schmeidler 1974) that in this model envy-free eﬃcient allocations do not exist in general. It is shown in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1996a) that this diﬃculty can be interpreted as a consequence of the conﬂict between compensation and equal access, and that interesting weakenings of no-envy can be proposed along these lines. We should also mention that this diﬃculty with no-envy has triggered a small literature on orderings of allocations based on the ‘‘quantity’’ of envy (Feldman and Kirman 1974, Daniel 1975, Chaudhuri 1986, Diamantaras and Thomson 1991). But the purpose of this literature is not to rank all allocations (the proposed orderings do not satisfy Weak Pareto), but only to rank Pareto-optimal allocations so as to deﬁne allocation rules that select allocations with the least ‘‘quantity’’ of no-envy. 19 This alternative presentation with utility functions is fully developed, for a diﬀerent but related framework, in Fleurbaey and Maniquet (1999b). 20 As it is well known, a similar presentation with utilities is possible for Arrow’s theorem, and Arrow’s Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives alone then implies ordinalism and non-comparability. 21 This was already noticed in Fleurbaey (1996) and Roemer (1996).
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allocation rules. This condition says that when individual preferences over two allocations are unchanged, it cannot be that only the ﬁrst one is selected beforehand whereas only the second one is selected afterward. Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives for allocation rules. For all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ, e0 ¼ ðsN ; R0N Þ 2 E, zN 2 SðeÞ; z0N 2 ZðeÞ n SðeÞ; if for all i 2 N , zi Ri z0i , zi R0i z0i and z0i Ri zi , z0i R0i zi , then either zN 2 Sðe0 Þ or z0N 2 Zðe0 Þ n Sðe0 Þ: It is easy to check that essentially all of the allocation rules of the literature of fair allocation fail to satisfy this condition. For instance, the allocation rules derived from the social ordering functions studied in this paper (by selecting the ﬁrst-best allocations in every economy) all violate this condition.



6 Conclusion The following table lists, for each social ordering function studied in this paper, the axioms it satisﬁes. Several lessons can be drawn from this analysis. The ﬁrst one is that it is possible to construct ethically appealing social orderings based only on ordinal, non comparable, information about preferences. Such a construction is possible because we accept to take into account the shape of individual indiﬀerence curves, as explained in the previous section. The one-input-one-output production model we studied is an example, and fair social orderings could (and, to our opinion, should) also be studied in other economic models, such as the canonical models of fair division, public good provision, assignments, etc. Moreover, the ethical values of Table 1. Summary of solutions and the axioms they satisfy



Weak Pareto Strong Pareto Hammond Compensation Suppes Compensation Min. Hammond Comp. Min. Suppes Comp. Eq. Welf. Eq. Pref. Econ. Hammond Eq. Access Suppes Eq. Access Min. Hammond Eq. Access Min. Suppes Eq. Access Lais.-Faire Eq. Skill Econ. Consistency Continuity Ind. Irr. Alternatives Ind. Non-Ind. Alternatives Ind. Unfeasible Bundles
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compensation and equal access analyzed here are examples, and other equity notions could be studied in this model and other models as well. Nonetheless, we consider that the social ordering functions proposed here may serve as benchmarks for ethical discussions in this particular context. The main families of social ordering functions characterized in this paper ~ We have not discussed how to select involve reference parameters (~s or R). those parameters, but we would like to emphasize that the presence of such parameters is not a characteristic feature of the approach. For instance, the Wage Equivalent leximin function discussed in Theorem 4 does not involve any reference parameter. In addition, the introduction of additional axioms in ~ Theorems 3 and 5 could impose a particular choice of ~s or R: One restriction of our model is that returns to scale are assumed to be constant. This restriction may be justiﬁed for instance if one interprets the skill parameters si as wage rates on the labor market of a small open economy. But one may ask how our analysis would extend to the case on non constant returns to scale (or endogenous wages). The main consequence for our analysis would be that the implicit budgets would no longer have exogenous or even constant slope, and the ethical analysis of the equal access principle developed here would no longer be valid, and would have to be properly adapted. To end up, we would like to emphasize again an important consequence of the general possibility results presented here. The theory of second best allocations and optimal taxation usually relies on the assumption that the planner has a complete ranking of allocations, representing the social objective. Our results, therefore, prove that it is possible to develop a theory of second best allocations by building social orderings based on explicit ethical values, without relying on cardinal or comparable notions of utility, and also without limiting oneself to eﬃciency considerations. We hope that this approach will make the theory of social choice more suitable to applications in public economics than it has been so far.



Appendix: Proofs and independence of the axioms We give in this appendix the proof of the results and we show that the axioms involved in our four characterization results are independent. That is, we provide examples of ordering functions satisfying all but one axioms, for each axiom in each characterization.



Theorem 1 Proof. Let us consider e ¼ ððs; s0 ; s0 ; sÞ; ðR; R; R0 ; R0 ÞÞ 2 E and z a , z b , z c , z d , z a , z b , z c , z d 2 X satisfying the following conditions: s < s0 , and z a Pz b Pz c Pz d ; a



0 b



0 c 0 d



z P z P z P z ;



ð1Þ ð2Þ
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Bðs; zc Þ Bðs; zd Þ Bðs; za Þ Bðs; zb Þ; 0



c



0



d



0



a



0



ð3Þ



b



Bðs ; z Þ Bðs ; z Þ Bðs ; z Þ Bðs ; z Þ; 8t 2fa; bg; zt 2 mðR; Bðs; zt ÞÞ and zt 2 mðR0 ; Bðs0 ; zt ÞÞ;



ð4Þ ð5Þ



8t 2fc; dg; zt 2 mðR; Bðs0 ; zt ÞÞ and zt 2 mðR0 ; Bðs; zt ÞÞ:



ð6Þ



Such an economy exists, as exempliﬁed by Fig. 3. By Hammond Compensation and condition (1), ðzb ; zc ; zb ; zd Þ PðeÞðza ; zd ; b d z ; z Þ: By Hammond Equal Access and conditions (4), (5) and (6), ðzb ; zd ; za ; zd Þ PðeÞ ðzb ; zc ; zb ; zd Þ: By Hammond Compensation and condition (2), ðzb ; zd ; zb ; zc Þ P ðeÞ ðzb ; zd ; za ; zd Þ: By Hammond Equal Access and conditions (3), (5) and (6), ðza ; zd ; zb ; zd Þ PðeÞ ðzb ; zd ; zb ; zc Þ: By transitivity, ðza ; zd ; zb ; zd Þ PðeÞ ðza ; zd ; zb ; zd Þ;the desired contradiction. j By a similar proof, one can show that no social ordering function satisﬁes Hammond Compensation and Suppes Equal Access, or Suppes Compensation and Hammond Equal Access.



Theorem 2 Proof. Let us consider e ¼ ððs; s0 ; s0 ; sÞ; ðR; R; R0 ; R0 ÞÞ 2 E and za , zb , zc , zd , ze , zf , za , zb , zc , zd ; ze ; zf 2 X , satisfying the following conditions: s < s0 , and



Fig. 3.
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za Pzb Pzc Pzd Pze Pzf ; a 0 b 0 c 0 d



ð7Þ



0 e 0 f



ð8Þ



z P z P z P z P z P z ; b



a



c



f



Bðs; z Þ ¼Bðs; z Þ and Bðs; z Þ ¼ Bðs; z Þ; 0



f



0



c



0



a



0



ð9Þ



b



Bðs ; z Þ ¼Bðs ; z Þ andBðs ; z Þ ¼ Bðs ; z Þ; 8t 2fa; f g; zt 2 mðR; Bðs0 ; zt ÞÞ and zt 2 mðR0 ; Bðs; zt ÞÞ;



ð10Þ ð11Þ



8t 2fb; cg; zt 2 mðR; Bðs; zt ÞÞ and zt 2 mðR0 ; Bðs0 ; zt ÞÞ:



ð12Þ



Such an economy exists, as exempliﬁed by Fig. 4. By Weak Pareto and conditions (7) and (8), ðz a ; z d ; z c ; z e Þ PðeÞ  ðz a ; z d ; z c ; z e Þ: By ðz b ; z e ; z d ; z f Þ: By Suppes Compensation, ðz d ; z a ; z c ; z e Þ IðeÞ  Suppes Equal Access and conditions (10), (11) and (12), ðz d ; z f ; z b ; z e Þ IðeÞ  ðz d ; z f ; z b ; z e Þ: By ðz d ; z a ; z c ; z e Þ: By Suppes Compensation, ðz d ; z f ; z e ; z b Þ IðeÞ Weak Pareto and conditions (7) and (8), ðz c ; z e ; z d ; z a Þ PðeÞ ðz d ; z f ; z e ; z b Þ: By  Suppes Equal Access and conditions (9), (11) and (12), ðz b ; z e ; z d ; z f Þ IðeÞ ðz c ; z e ; z d ; z a Þ: By transitivity, ðz b ; z e ; z d ; z f Þ PðeÞ ðz b ; z e ; z d ; z f Þ;the desired contradiction. j Notice that Figs. 3 and 4 are constructed (for the sake of clarity) in such a way that some allocations involved in the proofs are not feasible. It should be clear, however, that the impossibility does not rest on considering alternatives out of the feasible set. Bundles and indiﬀerence curves in those examples could all be translated downwards so that all allocations become feasible.



Fig. 4.
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Theorem 3 Proof. We omit the straightforward proof that this social ordering function satisﬁes the axioms listed, and focus on the characterization part. Let R be a social ordering function satisfying the axioms, and choose any ~s 2 Rþ with respect to which R satisﬁes Minimal Suppes Equal Access. Step 1. Consider two allocations zN ; z0N and two agents j and k such that for all i 6¼ j; k; zi ¼ z0i . Let Bm ¼ minfIBð~s; Rj ; zj Þ; IBð~s; Rj ; z0j Þ; IBð~s; Rk ; z0k Þg; where the minimum is taken with respect to set inclusion. Let us assume, moreover, that IBð~s; Rk ; zk Þ  Bm : If z0j Rj zj , then, by Strong Pareto, z0N PðeÞ zN . 0  Consider now the case zj Pj z0j , and assume that zN RðeÞz N : We will derive a contradiction. Let e0 ¼ ðsfj;k;a;bg ; Rfj;k;a;bg Þ 2 E and za ; zb ; z0a ; z0b 2 X be such that sa ¼ sb ¼ ~s, Ra ¼ Rj , Rb ¼ Rk , and Bð~s; za Þ ¼Bð~s; z0b Þ and Bð~s; z0a Þ ¼ Bð~s; zb Þ; IBð~s; Rk ; zk Þ Bð~s; za Þ  Bð~s; zb Þ  Bm ; 8i 2fa; bg; zi 2 mðRi ; Bð~s; zi ÞÞ and z0i 2 mðRi ; Bð~s; z0i ÞÞ:



ð13Þ ð14Þ ð15Þ



0 0 0   As zN RðeÞz N , by Consistency, ðzj ; zk Þ R ðsfj;kg ; Rfj;kg Þ ðzj ; zk Þ: By Consistency 0 0 0 again, ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ R ðe Þ ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: By Hammond Compensation, and conditions (14) and (15), ðz0j ; zk ; z0a ; zb Þ P ðe0 Þ ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: By Hammond Compensation and Strong Pareto22 , and conditions (14) and (15), ðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; z0b Þ P ðe0 Þ ðz0j ; zk ; z0a ; zb Þ: By transitivity, ðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; z0b Þ Pðe0 Þðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; zb Þ: By transitivity, ðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; z0b ÞPðe0 Þ ðz0j ; z0k ; za ; zb Þ; which violates Minimal Suppes Equal Access, in view of conditions (13) and (15). This proves that z0N PðeÞzN : Step 2. Consider two allocations zN ; z0N and two agents j and k such that for all i 6¼ j; k; zi ¼ z0i : Assume moreover that



IBð~s; Rj ; zj Þ ¼ IBð~s; Rk ; z0k Þ IBð~s; Rj ; z0j Þ ¼ IBð~s; Rk ; zk Þ:



ð16Þ



Assume that zN PðeÞz0N : Then by Consistency, ðzj ; zk ÞPðsfj;kg ; Rfj;kg Þðz0j ; z0k Þ: Let e0 ¼ ðsfj;k;a;bg ; Rfj;k;a;bg Þ 2 E and za , z0a , zb , z0b 2 X , be such that sa ¼ sb ¼ ~s, Ra ¼ Rj , Rb ¼ Rk , and ð17Þ 8i 2fa; bg; zi 2 mðRi ; Bð~s; zi ÞÞ and z0i 2 mðRi ; Bð~s; z0i ÞÞ; za Ij zj ; z0a Ij z0j ; zb Ik zk ; z0b Ik z0k :



ð18Þ



22 This argument could be divided in two subarguments, as Hammond Compensation is used ﬁrst to go from ðz0j ; zk ; z0a ; zb Þ to ðz0j ; z00k ; z0a ; z0b Þ for some z00k having the property that z0b Pk z00k Pk zk , and Strong Pareto is then used to go from ðz0j ; z00k ; z0a ; z0b Þ to ðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; z0b Þ. We combine those two simple subarguments to avoid additional notation. The same combination is used in the proof of Theorem 5.
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By Consistency, ðzj ; zk ; z0a ; z0b Þ Pðe0 Þðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; z0b Þ: By Strong Pareto and  0 Þðzj ; zk ; z0 ; z0 Þ: By Suppes Compensation, condition (18), ðza ; zb ; z0a ; z0b Þ Iðe a b 0 0  0 0 0  0 Þðz0 ; zb ; za ; z0 Þ;and by ðza ; zb ; za ; zb Þ Iðe Þ ðza ; zb ; za ; zb Þ; and ðz0a ; z0b ; za ; zb ÞIðe a b 0 0 0  Strong Pareto and condition (18), ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ Iðe Þðz0a ; z0b ; za ; zb Þ: By transitivity, ðz0j ; z0k ; za ; zb Þ Pðe0 Þðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; z0b Þ;violating Minimal Suppes Equal Access,  in view of (16), (17) and (18). Therefore z0N RðeÞz N ; and by symmetry of the 0  argument in j and k; zN IðeÞzN : two allocations zN ; z0N such that ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N ¼ Step 3. Consider  0 lex IBð~s; Ri ; zi Þ i2N : There exists a permutation p on N such that for all i 2 N ; IBð~s; Ri ; zpðiÞ Þ ¼ IBð~s; Ri ; zi Þ: Since a permutation can be decomposed into a ﬁnite number of transpositions, by repeated application of Step 2, one has  N: z0N IðeÞz Step 4. The rest of the proof parallels that of Hammond (1976).   Consider two allocations zN ; z0N such that ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N : Take zN ; z0N 2 X N such that ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N ¼lex ð IBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N     IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N ¼lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N ; and such that for all i; j 2 N with i < j; IBð~s; Ri ; zi Þ  IBð~s; Rj ; zj Þ and IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ  IBð~s; Rj ; z0j Þ:   Since ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N ; there is k 2 N such that: [1] zk Pk z0k ; [2] 8i < k; IBð~s; Ri ; zi Þ ¼ IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ (and therefore zi Iiz0i ); [3] 8j > k; IBð~s; Rk ; z0k Þ  IBð~s; Rj ; zj Þ: By appropriately choosing zN ; z0N ; one can moreover have zi ¼ z0i for all i < k: We now have two allocations such that, among the agents who are not indiﬀerent, agent k has an implicit budget in z0N which is strictly lower than the other agents’ implicit budgets in both allocations. The rest of the proof consists in applying Step 1 repeatedly by slightly moving up agent k’s implicit budget and pulling down the other agents’ budgets. After that, all agents have an implicit budget lower than or equal to theirs in zN : Let L ¼ fj 2 N jz0j Pjzj g: If L ¼ ;; then zN PðeÞz0N by Strong Pareto. If not, give a number from 1 to jLj to agents in L; denoted mðjÞ; and choose jLj ðnÞ ðnÞ allocations zN ; for n ¼ 1; :::; jLj; deﬁned by: for all j 2 N n ðL [ fkgÞ; zj ¼ z0j ; ðnÞ ðnÞ 0 for all j 2 L; zj ¼ zj if mðjÞ  n; and zj ¼ zj otherwise; and ðjLjÞ



minfIBð~s; Ri ; zi Þji 2L [ fkgg IBð~s; Rk ; zk :::



ð1Þ IBð~s; Rk ; zk Þ



Þ :::



IBð~s; Rk ; z0k Þ:



ðjLjÞ  ðjLj1Þ  ð1Þ   By repeated application of Step 1, zN RðeÞz RðeÞ:::RðeÞz z0N : By N N RðeÞ ðjLjÞ 0   Strong Pareto, zN P ðeÞzN : By transitivity, zN P ðeÞzN , so that, by step 3, zN PðeÞz0N . j
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Examples of social ordering functions satisfying all the axioms but: 1. (a) Strong Pareto. Replace the leximin criterion with the lexicographic minimax, which says that a distribution is at least as good as another one if its maximum is lower, or they are equal and the second highest value is lower, or... or they are all equal. (b) Hammond Compensation. Any ~s-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian ordering function. (c) Suppes Compensation. let R be deﬁned by: for all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , zN PðeÞz0N if   ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N ; or if   ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N ¼lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N and there exist k; k 0 2 N with sk < sk 0 such that 8i 6¼ k; IBð~s; Rk ; zk Þ  IBð~s; Ri ; zi Þ; 8i 6¼ k 0 ; IBð~s; Rk0 ; z0k0 Þ  IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ:  N: In all other cases z0N IðeÞz (d) Minimal Suppes Equal Access. Let R be deﬁned by: for all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , zN PðeÞz0N if   ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N ; or if   ðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞi2N ¼lex IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ i2N and there exist k; k 0 2 N with Rk  Rk0 such that 8i 6¼ k; IBð~s; Rk ; zk Þ  IBð~s; Ri ; zi Þ; 8i 6¼ k 0 ; IBð~s; Rk0 ; z0k0 Þ  IBð~s; Ri ; z0i Þ;  N: where  is an asymmetric ordering on R. In all other cases z0N IðeÞz  (e) Consistency. Let R coincide with some ~s -implicit-budget leximin function on any economy e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ such that there is i with si ¼ ~s; and with some ~s0 -implicit-budget leximin function, with ~s0 6¼ ~s in all other economies. Theorem 5 Proof. We omit the proof that the axioms are satisﬁed by the social ordering function. Let R be a social ordering function satisfying the axioms, and choose any R~ 2 R with respect to which R satisﬁes Minimal Suppes Compensation.
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Step 1. Consider e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N and j; k 2 N such that for all i 6¼ j; k; zi ¼ z0i : Let ~ IBðsj ; Rj ; zj ÞÞ [ mðR; ~ IBðsj ; Rj ; z0 ÞÞ [ mðR; ~ IBðsk ; Rk ; z0 ÞÞ Z~ ¼ mðR; j k ~ zR~ ~z: In words, Z~ is the union of the best and ~z 2 Z~ be such that for all z 2 Z; bundles for R~ in the three budgets, and ~z is one the least preferred in these. Assume that ~ IBðsk ; Rk ; zk ÞÞ: ~zP~ mðR;



ð19Þ



If z0j Rj zj , then, by Strong Pareto, z0N PðeÞzN . Assume that zj Pj z0j whereas 0 0 0   zN RðeÞz N : Then by Consistency , ðzj ; zk ÞP ðsfj;kg ; Rfj;kg Þ ðzj ; zk Þ: 0 ~ and sa ¼ sj ; sb ¼ sk : Let e ¼ ðsfj;k;a;bg ; Rfj;k;a;bg Þ be such that Ra ¼ Rb ¼ R; Let za ; zb ; z0a ; z0b 2 X be such that: ~ 0 P~za Iz ~ 0 P~mðR; ~ IBðsk ; Rk ; zk ÞÞ; ~zP~zb Iz a b



ð20Þ



8i 2fa; bg; zi 2 mðRi ; Bðsi ; zi ÞÞ and z0i 2 mðRi ; Bðsi ; z0i ÞÞ:



ð21Þ



By Consistency, ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ Pðe0 Þðz0j ; z0k ; za ; zb Þ: By conditions (19) and (20), ~ I Bðsj ; Rj ; z0 ÞÞR~ ~zP~z0 ; so that I Bðsj ; Rj ; z0 Þ I Bðsa ; Ra ; z0 Þ. Therefore, by mðR; j a j a Hammond Equal Access and (21), ðz0j ; zk ; z0a ; zb ÞPðe0 Þðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: Similarly by Hammond Equal Access and Strong Pareto,23 ðz0j ; z0k ; z0a ; z0b Þ Pðe0 Þ ðz0j ; zk ; z0a ; zb Þ:  0 Þðz0 ; z0 ; z0 ; z0 Þ: By By Strong Pareto and condition (20), ðz0j ; z0k ; zb ; za Þ Iðe j k a b 0 0 0 0 0  transitivity, ðzj ; zk ; zb ; za ÞP ðe Þðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ; which violates Minimal Suppes Compensation. Therefore z0N PðeÞzN : Step 2. Consider zN ; z0N 2 X N and j; k 2 N such that for all i 6¼ j; k; zi ¼ z0i : Assume moreover that ~ IBðsj ; Rj ; zj ÞÞ I~ mðR; ~ IBðsk ; Rk ; z0 ÞÞ mðR; k ~ IBðsk ; Rk ; zk ÞÞ I~ mðR; ~ IBðsj ; Rj ; z0 ÞÞ; P~ mðR; j



whereas zN PðeÞz0N : Then 0 zj ; zk ; z0 j ; zk 2 X satisfy



by Consistency, ðzj ; zk ÞPðsfj;kg ; Rfj;kg Þðz0j ; z0k Þ: Let



8i 2fj; kg; zi 2 mðRi ; IBðsi ; Ri ; zi ÞÞ; 0 8i 2fj; kg; z0 i 2 mðRi ; IBðsi ; Ri ; zi ÞÞ: Let e0 ¼ ðsfj;k;a;bg ; Rfj;k;a;bg Þ 2 E be deﬁned by sa ¼ sj ; sb ¼ sk : Let za , zb ; z0a , z0b 2 X be such that: ~ Bðsj ; z ÞÞ; za 2 mðR; j 0 ~ z 2 mðR; Bðsj ; z0 ÞÞ; a



j



~ Bðsk ; z ÞÞ; zb 2 mðR; k 0 ~ zb 2 mðR; Bðsk ; z0 k ÞÞ:



23



~ Ra ¼ Rb ¼ R;



and ð22Þ ð23Þ ð24Þ ð25Þ



There is an intermediary step, similar to the one explained in the preceding footnote.
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0 0 ~ 0 and z0 Iz ~  0 Note that, by construction, za Iz b a b . By Consistency, ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ P ðe Þ 0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: By Strong Pareto, ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ Pðe Þðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: By Suppes  0  0   0 0 Equal Access and conditions (4) and (5), ðz0 j ; zk ; za ; zb Þ Iðe Þ ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: 0 0  0Þ By Suppes Equal Access and conditions (24) and (25), ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ Iðe 0  0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: By Strong Pareto, ðzj ; zk ; zb ; za Þ Iðe Þ ðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ: By transi0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 tivity, ðz0 j ; zk ; zb ; za Þ P ðe Þðzj ; zk ; za ; zb Þ; violating Minimal Suppes Compensa0   tion. Therefore z0N RðeÞz N : By symmetry of the argument, zN IðeÞzN : The rest of the proof is similar to Steps 3 and 4 in the proof of Theorem 3. j Examples of social ordering functions satisfying all the axioms but: 2. (a) Strong Pareto. A similar example as in 1(a) above. (b) Minimal Suppes Compensation: let R be deﬁned by: for all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , zN PðeÞz0N if       ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; z0 Þ m R; P~ m R; i i2N i2N lex



or if       ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; z0 Þ m R; R~lex m R; i i2N i2N and there exist k; k 0 2 N with sk < sk 0 such that     ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ ; ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ P~m R; 8i 6¼ k; m R;     ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; z0 Þ P~m R; ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; z0 Þ : 8i 6¼ k 0 ; m R; i



i



 N: z0N IðeÞz



In all other cases ~ (c) Hammond Equal Access. Any R-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian function. (d) Suppes Equal Access. A similar example as in 1(d) and 2(b) above. (e) Consistency. A similar example as in 1(e) above. Theorem 6 Proof. Consider e ¼ ððs; s0 ; s; s0 Þ; ðR; R; R0 ; R0 ÞÞ 2 E, 0 i 2 f1; . . . ; 4g; and c; c ; e 2 Rþþ such that z1 z01 z2 z02 z3 z03 z4 z04



2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2



mðR; Bðs; ð0; cÞÞÞ; mðR; Bðs; ð0; c þ eÞÞÞ; mðR; Bðs0 ; ð0; cÞÞÞ; mðR; Bðs0 ; ð0; c  eÞÞÞ; mðR0 ; Bðs; ð0; c0 ÞÞÞ; mðR0 ; Bðs; ð0; c0  eÞÞÞ; mðR0 ; Bðs0 ; ð0; c0 ÞÞÞ; mðR0 ; Bðs0 ; ð0; c0 þ eÞÞÞ; z1 Iz2 and z3 I 0 z4 :



zi ; z0i 2 X ,



for ð26Þ ð27Þ ð28Þ ð29Þ ð30Þ ð31Þ ð32Þ ð33Þ ð34Þ



Assume also that preferences R and R0 are quasi-linear with respect to consumption. Such an economy exists, as exempliﬁed in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5.



By (26) and (28), ðz1 ; z2 Þ is Pareto-optimal in the subeconomy ððs1 ; s2 Þ, ðR1 ; R2 ÞÞ, and, by (34), it equalizes satisfaction. In a similar way, by (30) and (32), ðz3 ; z4 Þ is Pareto-optimal in the subeconomy ððs3 ; s4 Þ,ðR3 ; R4 ÞÞ, and, by (34), it equalizes satisfaction. Since, by (27) and (29) (resp. by (31) and (33)), ðz01 ; z02 Þ (resp. ðz03 ; z04 Þ ) is feasible in economy ððs1 ; s2 Þ,ðR1 ; R2 ÞÞ (resp. ððs3 ; s4 Þ, ðR3 ; R4 ÞÞ, by Equal Welfare in Equal Preference Economies, Strong Pa  reto and Consistency, ðz1 ; z2 ; z03 ; z04 Þ RðeÞ ðz01 ; z02 ; z03 ; z04 Þ and ðz1 ; z2 ; z3 ; z4 Þ RðeÞ 0 0 ðz1 ; z2 ; z3 ; z4 Þ: By Hammond Equal Access and equations (28), (29), (32) and (33), ðz1 ; z02 ; z3 ; z04 Þ PðeÞ ðz1 ; z2 ; z3 ; z4 Þ: By Hammond Equal Access and equations (26), (27), (30) and (31), ðz01 ; z02 ; z03 ; z04 Þ PðeÞ ðz1 ; z02 ; z3 ; z04 Þ: By transitivity, ðz01 ; z02 ; z03 ; z04 Þ PðeÞðz01 ; z02 ; z03 ; z04 Þ;the desired contradiction. j Theorem 7 Proof. We omit the straightforward proof of the ‘‘if’’ part, and focus on the ‘‘only if’’ part. We begin with the following lemmas. Lemma 1. If a social ordering function R satisﬁes Strong Pareto, Consistency and Continuity, then for all e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, there are jN j continuous functions gei : X ! R for i 2 N , such that for all zN ; z0N 2 X N ,  zN RðeÞ z0N ,



X i2N



gei ðzi Þ 



X i2N



gei ðz0i Þ
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Proof. This is a direct application of Debreu (1959)’s Theorem 3 on additive representation of separable preferences. By Consistency, all the arguments of R are independent. By Strong Pareto and our assumptions on R, the arguments of R are essential. By Consistency, we can drop the requirement on the number of arguments. By Continuity, we get the result. j Lemma 2. For any R 2 R; and any continuous function u representing R; there is exactly one valuation function h deﬁned on B which satisﬁes the condition hðIBðs; R; zÞÞ ¼ uðzÞ for all s 2 Rþ and all z 2 X : It is deﬁned by hðBÞ ¼ maxfuðxÞjx 2 Bg and is continuous and increasing. Proof. Let h be a valuation function satisfying hðIBðs; R; zÞÞ ¼ uðzÞ: For any B 2 B; Let s 2 Rþ and z 2 X be such that B ¼ Bðs; zÞ. Take z0 2 X such that uðz0 Þ ¼ maxfuðxÞjx 2 Bg: One has IBðs; R; z0 Þ ¼ Bðs; zÞ; and therefore hðBÞ ¼ hðIBðs; R; z0 ÞÞ ¼ uðz0 Þ ¼ maxfuðxÞjx 2 Bg: Since preferences are strictly monotonic, maxfuðxÞjx 2 Bðs; zÞg < maxfuðxÞjx 2 Bðs; z0 Þg whenever Bðs; zÞ  Bðs; z0Þ; so  that h is increasing. Consider a sequence zk such that Bðs; zk Þ tends to Bðs; zÞ for the Hausdorﬀ distance. Since these sets are compact, by continuity of u; necessarily maxfuðxÞjx 2 Bðs; zk Þg tends to maxfuðxÞjx 2 Bðs; zÞg: Therefore h is continuous. j We now continue the proof of the theorem. Let e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E. Let e0 ¼ ðsN 0 ; RN 0 Þ 2 E be deﬁned by jN j ¼ jN 0 j, RN ¼ RN 0 ,24 and for all i 2 N 0 , si ¼ ~s , where ~s is chosen so that R satisﬁes Minimal Suppes Equal Access with respect to it. Let N 00 ¼ N [ N 0 and e00 ¼ ðsN 00 ; RN 00 Þ: One has e00 2 E: By Lemma 3, there 00 exist continuous functions gei : X !R, for i 2 N 00 , such that for all 00 zN 00 ; z0N 00 2 X N , X 00 X 00  00 Þz0 00 , gei ðzi Þ  gei ðz0i Þ: zN 00 Rðe N i2N 00



i2N 00 00



00



By Strong Pareto, gei ðzi Þ  gei ðz0i Þ , zi Ri z0i , for all i 2 N 00 . Therefore,  00 by Lemma 2 the valuation functions hi deﬁned over B by hi ðBÞ ¼ max gei ðzÞ j z 2 Bg are continuous and increasing. By Minimal Suppes Equal Access, for all z; z0 2 X , i; j 2 N 0 (remember that both i and j have skills equal to ~s),



24



With an abuse of notation, this equality means that the distribution of preferences is identical.
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hi ðBð~s; zÞÞ þ hj ðBð~s; z0 ÞÞ ¼ hi ðBð~s; z0 ÞÞ þ hj ðBð~s; zÞÞ Therefore, there is a real-valued, continuous and increasing function h deﬁned 0 over B and aN 0 2 RN such that for all z 2 X , i 2 N 0 , hi ðBð~s; zÞÞ ¼ ai þ hðBð~s; zÞÞ: For all i 2 N , there is j 2 N 0 such that Ri ¼ Rj . Therefore, by Suppes Compensation , for all z; z0 2 X , 00



00



gei ðzÞ þ hðIBð~s; Rj ; z0 ÞÞ ¼ gei ðz0 Þ þ hðIBð~s; Rj ; zÞÞ: 00



Therefore, there exist bN 2 RN such that for all i 2 N , gei ðzÞ ¼ bi þ 00 hðIBð~s; Ri ; zÞÞ: Consequently, for all zN 00 ; z0N 00 2 X N , X X  00 Þz0 00 , hðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞ  hðIBð~s; Ri ; z0i ÞÞ: zN 00 Rðe N i2N 00



i2N 00



By Consistency, for all zN ; z0N 2 X N , X X 0  hðIBð~s; Ri ; zi ÞÞ  hðIBð~s; Ri ; z0i ÞÞ; zN RðeÞz N , i2N



i2N



j



the desired outcome.



Examples of social ordering functions satisfying all the axioms but: 3. (a) Strong Pareto. Just reverse the ordering. ~ (b) Suppes Compensation. Any R-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian function. (c) Minimal Suppes Equal Access. Let R be deﬁned by for all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , X X 0  gðIBðsðRi Þ; Ri ; zi ÞÞ  gðIBðsðRi Þ; Ri ; z0i ÞÞ; zN RðeÞz N , i2N



i2N



where sð:Þ is a real-valued function deﬁned on R, such that sðRÞ contains at least two elements. (d) Consistency. A similar example as in 1(e). (e) Continuity. Any ~s-implicit-budget leximin function.



Theorem 8 Proof. Let e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E. Let e0 ¼ ðsN 0 ; RN 0 Þ 2 E be deﬁned by jN j ¼ jN 0 j, ~ where R~ is chosen so that R satisﬁes sN ¼ sN 0 ,25 and for all i 2 N 0 , Ri ¼ R, Minimal Suppes Compensation with respect to it. Then the proof mimics that of the previous theorem. j



25



Again this means that the distributions are identical.
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Examples of social ordering functions satisfying all the axioms but: 4. (a) Strong Pareto. Just reverse the ordering. (b) Minimal Suppes Compensation. Let R be deﬁned by for all e 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N , X X     0  ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; zi Þ Þ  ~ IBðsi ; Ri ; z0 Þ Þ; u~si ðm R; u~si ðm R; zN RðeÞz N , i i2N



i2N



where u~si is a diﬀerent representation of R~ for diﬀerent si : (c) Suppes Equal Access: any ~s-implicit-budget generalized utilitarian ordering function. (d) Consistency: a similar example as in 1(e). ~ (e) Continuity: any R-implicit-budget leximin function.



Theorem 9 Proof. Let e ¼ ðsN ; RN Þ 2 E, zN ; z0N 2 X N be such that there exist j; k 2 N with sj ¼ sk , for all i 2 N ; i 6¼ j; k, zi ¼ z0i , and h 8l 2 fj; kg; zl 2 mðRl ; Bðsl ; zl ÞÞ and z0l 2 mðRl ; Bðsl ; z0l ÞÞ; and i Bðsj ; zj Þ Bðsj ; z0j Þ Bðsk ; z0k Þ Bðsk ; zk Þ : Let R0 2 R be chosen so that: 8l 2 fj; kg; zl 2 mðR0 ; Bðsl ; zl ÞÞ and z0l 2 mðR0 ; Bðsl ; z0l ÞÞ: Let e0 ¼ ðsN ; R0N Þ be deﬁned by R0j ¼ R0k ¼ R0 ; and R0i ¼ Ri for all i 2 N ; i 6¼ j; k: By Hammond Equal Treatment of Equals, z0N Pðe0 ÞzN : By Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives, z0N PðeÞzN ; as Hammond Equal Access would require. The proof about the Suppes versions of the axioms is similar. j
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